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Shapes Harmony Desk
 ▪ Shapes Harmony Desk brings simplicity and functionality in a customizable package made to fit 

any classroom or study setting. Offering quick and easy assembly, numerous group configurations, 
height adjustability, and custom laminates.

 ▪ Join the Shapes Harmony Desk together in a number of ways to fit your needs. The highly versatile 
ergonomic shape provides flexibility and workspace comfort. Allows easy left or right hand seating.

 ▪ Adjustable from 22" to 32"H in 1" increments. 1.25" top with tubular steel leg available in black or 
platinum with chrome insert.

 ▪ Choose from a variety of laminate colors and T-mold edge band options to match your table leg. 
Tops and edge are also customizable. Call for more information.

 ▪ Optional accessories include a set of two casters, a wire book box (4"H x 15"W x 13.5"D) in black 
or chrome, and a pack hook that mounts easily for up to 50 lbs. of hanging storage. Clamp Mount 
Outlet & USB Charger provides instant desktop power and charging accessibility.

 ▪ TAA compliant. Twelve year limited warranty.

Part No. Item Product Dimensions Ship Wt.

Shapes Harmony Desk

 11XX8X-XXXX Shapes Harmony Desk 22" - 32"H x 32.7"W x 24.17"D 44 lbs

Optional Accessories

 66654* Student Desk Casters (Set of 2) 1.5" diameter 3 lbs

 66661* Wire Book Box (Black) 4"H x 15"W x 13.5"D 3 lbs

 66662* Wire Book Box (Chrome) 4"H x 15"W x 13.5"D 3 lbs

 66667* Pack Hook Holds up to 50 lbs 2 lbs

 66640* Ganging Device for Training Tables (Set of 2) 1.63"H x 4.5"W x .25"D 2 lbs

 66675* Clamp Mount Outlet & USB Charger 5.25"H x 7.25"W x 3"D 2 lbs

7909 - Fusion 
Maple

7919 - Amber 
Cherry

4622 - Gray 
Nebula

Q5 Color Options:

*Ships UPS
Shipping weights are listed on a per item basis and may vary based on quantities ordered.
Custom products are non-returnable and non-refundable.
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